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Famous Family
[Scooter walks on stage wearing a wild, colorful outfit.]

Scooter:  [pulls out a pocket mirror and admires himself] Wow! I look good!

Beth:  Hey, Scooter! [sees Scooter’s crazy outfit] Whoa! What happened to you?

Scooter:  Hi, Beth! What do you mean “what happened?”  

Beth:  Um, well, your outfit is … INTERESTING. I don’t really have the words to   
  describe it. 

Scooter:  [strikes a silly pose] That’s because it’s so awesome!!!

Beth:  What happened to your regular clothes? I think they looked great.

Scooter:  [frowns] Well, no one ever noticed me because my clothes were boring.

Beth:  Scooter, you don’t have to wear crazy clothes for people to notice you.

Scooter:  I don’t?

Beth:  No, people notice you because you’re Scooter. You have a kind heart and   
  a big smile.

Scooter:  Sometimes I don’t feel like ANYONE notices me. Mom is always busy with   
  my baby brother, Huey, and my dad has to work a lot. 

Beth:  Everyone feels unnoticed sometimes, but there’s someone who ALWAYS   
  notices you.

Scooter:  Who? 

Beth:  The same someone who created the land and the oceans and the distant   
  galaxies!

Scooter:  Wow! That sounds like a really important someone! 
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Beth:  He is! God created the land and the oceans and the galaxies. And he 
  created you and me, too! People are his most special creations and he   
  always notices us. He even wants to be our friend!

Scooter:  I never thought about that before. I guess I am special just being Scooter. I
  don’t have to wear these crazy clothes for someone to notice me.

Beth:  No way! But if you keep wearing them, I know someone who WILL notice   
  you …

Scooter:  Who?

Beth:  The circus!

[Both laugh and exit.]


